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Contribution

Model

We introduce the Deforming Autoencoder, a generative
model for images that disentangles shape from appearance in a latent representation space that is learned in
a fully unsupervised manner. Shape is represented as a
dieomorphism between a canonical coordinate system
(template ), and an observed image, while appearance
is modelled in template coordinates, thus disregarding variability due to deformations. We show experiments with expression morphing in humans, hands,
digits, face manipulation, and unsupervised landmark
localisation.

We model images in an encoder-decoder framework using a texture and a deformation, I(p) ' T (W (p)),
where T and W represent the texture and deformation, repectively, and p signies a pixel location.

Non-rigid Deformation Modelling

When modelling the non-rigid deformation G =
(Gx , Gy ), we wish to have a grid where grid points do
not change order.
To model this
deformation
grid, we make
the decoders
predict ∇x Gx
and
∇y Gy ,
with
the
added
constraint that
these be non-negative. We then apply a spatial
integration operation to give Gx and Gy . Hence,
p0x =px

p0y =py

X

X

Gx (p) =

∇x Gx (p0 ); Gy (p) =

p0x =0
p0y =py

∇y Gy (p0 )
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The encoder and decoders are convolutional networks. Given an image, the encoder predicts a latent vector Z,
T
which can be written as Z = [ZT , ZW ] , where ZT and ZW model, respectively, the texture (or template), and
T
the inherent deformation associated with the image. ZW can be further expressed as [ZR , ZG ] , to represent rigid
and non-rigid deformations, respectively.
Variants

Images in template space are deformation-free and aligned. We use this fact to disentangle
albedo and shading. This is done by splitting the vector ZT into ZL and ZS for albedo and shading, respectively.
Decoded albedo, L, and shading S are combined by a simple element-wise multiplication operation.
Class-aware DAE. Introduces classication loss to handle objects of several classes in the training examples.
T
The encoder now predicts a vector [ZT , ZC , ZW ] , where ZC is the class prediction. The texture and deformation
T
T
decoders are now given [ZT , ZC ] , and [ZC , ZW ] .
Intrinsic DAE.

Results

We report qualitative results on hand images, MNIST, and CelebA. We also report an evaluation of the alignment by training a landmark regressor on top of the decuded deformation grids.

p0y =0
p0x =px

Residual vs. Integral Grids

(a) inputs; (b) reconstructions; (c) textures warped with the average deformation; (d) average input; (e) average texture from (c)

(a) inputs; (b) reconstructions (no classcation); (c) textures (no classication); (d) reconstructions (with classication); (e) textures
(with classication)

Predicting integral grids is qualitatively better than
predicting residual grids (G = G0 + Gδ ). Integral
grids result in better deformation grids, more meaningful textures, and ner reconstructions.
Training

Training is done end-to-end. Total loss is
EDAE = ERecon + EDeform [+EShade + EClass ] ,

(1)

where ERecon is the L1 or L2 reconstruction loss,
EDeform represents a weighted sum of smoothness (L1norm of spatial gradients) and bias-reducing (L2-norm
of the average deformation grid over a batch) regularisations on the deformations, EShade is a smoothness
regulariser on the shading given by the L2-norm of its
spatial gradients, and EClass is the cross-entropy loss on
ZC . EShade and EClass are losses used in the variants
Intrinsic-DAE and class-aware DAE, respectively.

Results on CelebA. left: inputs; centre: decoded textures; and right: reconstructed images
Method

DAE (R, 19k, no regr.)
DAE (G, 19k, no regr.)
DAE (R + G, 19k, no regr.)
DAE (R + G, 200k, no regr.)
DAE (R + G, 200k, with regr.)
Dense-DAE (R + G, 200k, with regr.)
Thewlis et al. [1]

Error

14.13
9.89
8.50
7.54
5.96
5.45

5.83

Mean landmark localisation error displayed as percentage of the
inter-ocular distance on the MAFL test set.

Future Work

Intrinsic images decomposition using Intrinsic-DAE. (a) input;
(b) aligned shading; (c) aligned albedo; (d) texture; (e) shading
on input image; (f) albedo on input image; (g) reconstruction of
input.
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